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Summary

Charolais cattle are important in Mexico for meat production. A previously study using
Charolais populations from Mexico reported quantitative trait locus (QTL) associated for
growth traits. Another strategy for mapping QTL is the identification of signatures of
selection which are genomic regions showing extend linkage disequilibrium (LD) and
homozygosity patterns. This method has helped in the identification of 263 important
genomic regions in various cattle breeds and populations. The objective of this study was to
identify signatures of selection in Charolais genotyped data (n=855) derived from the
GeneSeek Genomic Profiler Bovine HD panel of 77K single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP). After, discarding uninformative SNP and samples, filtered genotype data was then
phased and missing genotypes were imputed using the SHAPEIT software. The integrated
haplotype score (iHS) method was used for the identification of signatures of selection using
the rehh R package. Ten SNP located on BTA 1, 4, 6, 7 and 14 were statistically significant
(P<0.00003). The identification of markers in LD with significant SNP indicated the
candidate regions of 132.4-132.5 Mb on BTA 1; 52.8-53.4, 55.3-57.2, and 57.6-59.3 Mb on
BTA 4; 38.9-40.6 Mb on BTA 6; 29.2-30.1 Mb on BTA 7; and 27.6-29.5 Mb on BTA 14. The
closest genes on BTA 1 were ENSBTAG00000019535 and ENSBTAG00000043591. On
BTA 4, only the SNP rs43394545 and rs43391925 were located in intronic regions of genes
BMT2 and TMEM168, respectively. Other genes on BTA 4 were TFEC,
ENSBTAG00000045017, ZNF277, LRRN3 and ENSBTAG00000020620. The genes
LCORL; ENSBTAG00000046696; and ENSBTAG00000043978 and ASPH were close to the
significant SNP on BTA 6, 7, and 14, respectively. These candidate regions match with
reports of signatures of selection in other cattle breeds. Specifically, candidate regions on
BTA 6 and 14 mapped to genomic regions containing signatures of selection reported for
Charolais breed as well as many QTL for different productive traits. A functional annotation
of all these regions could be helpful for the investigation of the biological roll of the
signatures of selection on important productive traits.
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Introduction

Charolais beef cattle were introduced in Mexico in 1930. Since then, Charolais populations
have been managed and selected mainly for meat production. In theory, the forces of non-
natural selection over certain traits on Charolais populations might produce the increase on
frequency of some alleles on genomic regions related to the selected traits but also on close
associated loci in linkage disequilibrium (LD). As, consequence these regions are
characterized by presenting extended LD and homozygosity patterns and are known as
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signatures of selection.

Recent genomic studies using high density single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP)
panels have focused on the identification of signatures of selection and quantitative trait locus
(QTL). More than 60 studies have identified approximately 263 genomic regions associated
to signatures of selection in cattle (Randhawa et al., 2016). The most highlighted signatures
of selection in cattle contain genes of known major effects on coat color, polledness and
muscle hypertrophy and genes known to influence polygenic traits like stature, adaptation,
feed efficiency, immunity, behaviour, reproduction, beef and dairy production.

Charolais cattle populations in Mexico have been investigated for the identification of
QTL associated with growth traits by genome wide association studies, GWAS (Jahuey-
Martínez et al., 2016). However, GWAS methodology is very sensitive to the population size,
variable response, statistical model and other factors that influence the identification of QTL.
The analysis of haplotype data for the investigation of extended LD patterns may help in the
identification of genomic regions impacting important productive traits. The objective of this
study was to identify signatures of selection in Charolais beef cattle genotyped with 77K SNP.

Material and methods

Genotype data of 855 Charolais animals from Mexico was used in this study. All animals
were previously genotyped using the GeneSeek Genomic Profiler Bovine HD panel of 77K
SNP markers (Jahuey-Martínez et al., 2016). Genotype data was filtered by discarding non-
annotated, non-autosomic or monomorphic markers and those having a minor allele
frequency <0.05 or call rate <0.90. Samples presenting call rate <0.80 were also discarded
from the analysis. A phasing procedure and imputation of genotype data was done using the
SHAPEIT software version 2 (O´Connell et al., 2014) treating animals as unrelated.

Identification of signatures of selection and candidate regions

The integrated haplotype score (iHS) method (Voight et al. 2006) was used for the
identification of signatures of selection. The iHS was calculated using formula 1, where iHHA

and iHHD are the integrated extended haplotype homozygosity score for ancestral (A) and
derived (D) core alleles; E and SD are the expectation and standard deviation of iHHA/iHHD,
respectively. Standardized iHS values were transformed into piHS values by using formula 2
where ΦiHS is a cumulative distribution Gaussian function of iHS. piHS values can be
interpreted as P values (in a -log10 scale) and associated with the null hypothesis. In this
study, piHS values greater than or equal to 4.5 were considered statistically significant
(P<0.00003) and were indicators of genomic regions under selection. All these analysis were
done using the rehh R package (Gautier et al. 2017). Significant regions were investigated to
identify groups of markers in LD with significant SNP and presenting P values <0.01. The
clumping procedure was applied in a 1 Mb window around every SNP. The clumps of
markers were considered as candidate regions of signatures of selection. Candidate regions
were enlarged by 2 Mb and genes and QTL located in all these regions were retrieved from
the bovine genome annotation UMD 3.1 and the QTLdb (Hu et al. 2016), respectively.

Results
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The iHS was calculated for only 61,870 SNP from the genotype data used in this study.
Figure 1 shows the genomic distribution of piHS values across the bovine autosomes (BTA).
Only ten SNP located on BTA 1, 4, 6, 7 and 14 were statistically significant (table 1). The
SNP rs43391925 and rs43394545 in BTA 4 were located in intronic regions while the rest of
the significant SNP were located in intergenic regions. The clumping procedure around the
significant SNP indicated the candidate regions of 132.4-132.5 Mb on BTA 1; 52.8-53.4,
55.3-57.2, and 57.6-59.3 Mb on BTA 4; 38.9-40.6 Mb on BTA 6; 29.2-30.1 Mb on BTA 7;
and 27.6-29.5 Mb on BTA 14.

Candidate regions with signatures of selection

On BTA 1, the extended region (131.4-133.5 Mb) contained 18 gene annotations from which
16 were protein codified genes, 1 pseudogene, and 1 snRNA. None of the genes were located
inside the candidate region of 132.4-132.5 Mb. The closest annotations to the SNP
rs109384003 were ENSBTAG00000019535 (pseudogene) and ENSBTAG00000043591
(snRNA). The QTL (n=27) reported in the extended region have been associated with
Average daily gain, Birth index, Body weight from birth to slaughter, Body weight gain,
Calving ease, Daughter pregnancy rate, Lean meat yield, Maturity rate, Stature, Stillbirth, and
Strength.

On BTA 4, the extended region (51.8-60.3 Mb) spanned the three candidate regions
and contained 30 gene annotations from which 24 were protein codified genes, 1 pseudogene,
1 miRNA, 1 snoRNA, and 3 snRNA. In the candidate region of 52.8-53.4 Mb, the closest
gene annotations to the SNP rs135183459 were TFEC and ENSBTAG00000045017. In the
region of 55.3-57.2 Mb, the SNP rs43394545 and rs43391925 were located inside the BMT2
and TMEM168 genes, respectively. ZNF277 was another gene in this region which was
located downstream the SNP rs41656231. In the region of 57.6-59.3 Mb, the closest genes to
the SNP rs108981994 were LRRN3 and ENSBTAG00000020620. The reported QTL (n=7)
on these regions are associated with traits like Average daily feed intake, Average daily gain,
Body depth, Dairy form, Calving interval, Fat thickness at the 12th rib, Pelvic area, Residual
feed intake, Rump width, Stature, and Strength.

On BTA 6, the extended region (37.9-41.6 Mb) contained 14 gene annotations from
which 12 were protein codified genes and 2 miRNA. In the candidate region of 38.9-40.6 Mb,
the only annotated and closest gene to the SNP rs43458270 was LCORL. In the extended
region, many QTL have been reported (n=132) mainly for traits like Average daily feed
intake, Average daily gain, Body weight from birth to yearling, Body weight gain, Calf size,
Calving ease, Carcass weight, Conformation score, Fat thickness at the 12th rib,
Intermuscular fat percentage, Longissimus muscle area, Pelvic area, Stature, among other
traits.

On BTA 7, the extended region (28.2-31.1 Mb) contained 12 gene annotations from
which 9 were protein codified genes, 1 miRNA, and 2 snRNA. In the candidate region of
29.2-30.1 Mb, ENSBTAG00000046696 was the unique gene annotated close to the SNP
rs110685244. Reported QTL (n=10) in the extended region have been associated with
Average daily gain, Body capacity, Body weight, Calving ease, Daughter pregnancy rate,
Gestation length, Lean meat yield, Pelvic area, and Stillbirth.
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On BTA 14, the extended region (26.6-30.5 Mb) contained 14 gene annotations from
which 9 were protein codified genes, 1 pseudogene, 2 miRNA, 1 rRNA, and 1 snoRNA. In
the candidate region of 27.6-29.5 Mb, the closest genes to the SNP rs41579042 and
rs109933597 were ENSBTAG00000043978 and ASPH, respectively. The QTL reported
(n=44) in this region have been associated with Age at puberty, Average daily gain, Body
weight from birth to yearling, Body weight gain, Calving ease, Carcass weight, Interval to
first estrus after calving, Lean meat yield, Longissimus muscle area, Residual feed intake,
Scrotal circumference, Stillbirth, among many other traits.

Discussion

Candidate regions identified in this study match with results obtained from other genome
wide screenings of signatures of selection. In the meta-analysis of signatures of selection for
cattle, Randhawa et al. (2016) defined all the genomic regions detected in 64 studies. The
regions defined by Randhawa et al. (2016) that match our results are: on BTA 1, the region of
130.8-135.0 Mb identified in Jersey cattle; on BTA 4, 3 regions located between 43.6-57.9
Mb identified in Holstein cattle; on BTA 6, 7 regions located between 37.9-40.4 Mb
identified in many breeds including Piedmontese, Romagnola, Charolais, Holstein,
Braunvieh, Brown Swiss, and Jersey; on BTA 7, the region of 28.3-32.0 Mb identified in
Holstein cattle; on BTA 14, 6 regions located between 20.5-40.22 Mb identified in many
breeds including Limousin, Nellore, Holstein, Charolais, Braunvieh, and Belgian Blue.

Specifically for Charolais cattle, signatures of selection reported on BTA 6 and BTA
14 map to the regions of 37.7-39.6 and 22.7-31.7 Mb, respectively (Randhawa et al. 2016).
Candidate signatures on these BTA are located in genomic regions containing QTL for many
important productive traits mainly for production (growth and feed conversion) and
reproduction (fertility) traits. Other few QTL on these BTA are associated with exterior
(conformation) traits. Most of the reports have attributed the detected effects on these regions
to the locus comprising the NCAPG-LCORL and PLAG1-CHCHD7 genes. These gene pairs
have been widely studied in the literature and it seems that they are the causal genes on their
corresponding genomic regions. In our results, LCORL was the closest gene to the
rs43458270 and the only one located in the candidate region of BTA 6. A gene
overrepresentation analysis indicated that NCAPG gene appears in MeSH terms like
quantitative trait loci, weight gain, lipid metabolism, and sexual maturation confirming again
the relevance of the signature of selection identified on BTA 6 in this study. On the other
hand, the PLAG1-CHCHD7 genes did not appear in the candidate region of BTA 14 but were
located very close to the selection signature.

Conclusion

Two of the significant loci identified in this study were located into genomic regions of BTA
6 and 14 which have been previously reported and validated as containing signatures of
selection and QTL in various cattle breeds. More important, three new candidate regions (on
BTA 1, 4, and 7) of signatures of selection on Charolais breed are reported in this study.
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Table 1. Statistically significant SNP (P < 0.00003) of signature of selection regions.

SNP Chr1 Position iHS2 piHS
rs135183459 4 53163338 4.581854 5.336419
rs109384003 1 1.33E+08 -4.48526 5.137713
rs41656231 4 56329704 -4.43745 5.040802
rs43458270 6 39837065 -4.35478 4.875487
rs43391925 4 56479030 -4.3521 4.870186
rs43394545 4 56409650 -4.28078 4.729919
rs110685244 7 29519033 4.275014 4.718682
rs41579042 14 28575850 4.261253 4.691897
rs108981994 4 58434323 -4.25655 4.68277
rs109933597 14 28671618 4.203729 4.580783
1 Chromosome
2 Integrated haplotype score

(1)

(2)
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Figure 1. Manhattan plot of integrated haplotype scores (iHS) transformed into piHS values.
Markers with statistically significant piHS values (P < 0.00003) are above the dashed line.


